
REWARD, CELEBRATE AND SHARE 
ACHIEVEMENTS, PROGRESS, 
VALUES AND BEHAVIOURS.

Digital badges are a new and innovative way of celebrating and rewarding 
achievements in and out of school. Designed exclusively for primary schools, 
Sonar Awards provides an easy to use platform for issuing and receiving digital 
badges so all pupils can be recognised for the great things they achieve every 
day.

Pupils store badges in their own secure digital backpack. These can be easily 
shared with family, helping to build communication between parent and child, 
whilst reinforcing the link between home and school. Digital badges can be 
collected and can sit alongside traditional qualifications and accreditations.

Celebrate the whole child
Certification
Create a paperless certification process whilst increasing student and parental 
engagement. No more crumpled certificates at the bottom of a book-bag!

Recognition
Recognise and reward non-academic skills such as good behaviour, modelling 
school values or 100% attendance, as well as attainment and progress.

Membership & Association
Use digital badges to verify membership to school clubs and teams, promoting a 
sense of belonging.

Qualification
Reward achievement and attainment in education at all levels.

Development
Not just for pupils, digital badges can be awarded to staff for their achievements 
and CPD.
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Create
Designing and creating digital badges is easy using our intuitive platform. Use one of our free, ready made 
badges, customise one of our popular badge templates or get fully creative and build your own badges 
using our extensive range of easily combined and customisable badge components. Then, simply enter a 
few details and send your new badge as an engaging reward for pupils. 

Issue
Whether you are a small primary school, a large MAT or a training provider, issuing badges individually or 
in bulk couldn’t be easier. Anyone with access to the platform can issue badges so why not get all the staff 
involved? It’s even possible to set up the system to allow parents/carers to issue badges - which proved 
extremely popular during the extended periods of home learning recently. All you need to send a badge is 
the recipients’ name and email address - simple!

Share
Pupils collect and store badges in their own secure Digital Backpack. Typically, at primary age, these are 
looked after by parents - what better way to engage families and share in the celebration of their child’s 
achievements! Badges can easily be shared with other family members such as grandparents and, once 
the pupil is old enough to have their own email address, digital badges can be transferred as the pupil 
continues their journey into secondary school and beyond. 

Achievement for all
Grow the whole child, together with parents, recognising and rewarding not just academic, but also 
pastoral achievements and positive behaviour, with Sonar Awards.

Sonar Suite - The complete school solution
We’re combining our brand-new Sonar Tracker and embedding it with a brilliantly designed 

curriculum framework, Sonar Curriculum, and linked mechanisms for sharing pupil’s learning 
progress with parents – Sonar Awards.

Click to learn more.....   
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